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The critter with the clues  
The critter with the clues 
Call Detective Coyote 
The critter with the clues  
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Lost lost lost on the trail  
Lost lost lost on the trail 
We might succeed  
or we might fail 
Lost lost lost on the trail 
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Larry the Lizard likes to lick 
Lollipop bugs on a stick 
My phone has rung,  
here’s my tongue 
Larry the Lizard likes to lick 
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Which way should we turn? 
Which way should we turn? 
Which way should we turn? 
Which way should we turn? 
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Every pirate needs a parrot  
like me, like me! 
Every pirate needs a parrot  
like me, like me! 
Without a parrot,  
he couldn’t bear its,  
so don’t you see 
Every pirate needs a parrot like me, like 
me! 
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Jam so sweet day and night  
Jam so red and very bright  
Jam that jiggles oh take a bite  
There now I’ve said it. 
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Shoo Shoo Shoo! 
We’ll make the sound  
dust bunnies rue! 
We’ll cry out loud,  
”Dust bunnies! Ouu!” 
Shoo Shoo Shoo! 
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Searching till something  
comes in sight 
Look to the left,  
look to the right   
Searching, searching,  
gazing high and low 
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Searching everywhere I go 
 
Follow the trail 
Follow the trail 
Through sleet, snow, wind and hail 
Follow the trail 
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I wanna be a legend of the tasty sort 
I wanna be a legend cook it long or short 
Give me a pot that’s hot,  
even if its not romantic 
It’s kitchens sure I’m itchin for,  
who could ask for more 


